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Using Extended Hierarchical QuorumConsensus to Control Replicated Data:from Traditional Voting to LogicalStructuresNabor das Chagas Mendon�caandRicardo de Oliveira AnidoAbstractIn large distributed computing systems, where copies of thesame logical data are stored at many di�erent sites, the replicacontrol protocol must reduce communication costs when formingthe quorums required at each access to the replicated data, in orderto improve the system response time. An interesting way to achievethis reduction is to organize the copies into some logical structure,like a grid or a tree, and then to use this structure to form smallerquorums. Another example of a structure used to form smallerquorums is a generic tree in which only the leaves correspond tocopies of the replicated data.This paper presents a new replica control protocol that logicallyorganizes the copies as leaves of a generic tree, but introduces theblind-write as another operation (besides the traditional read andwrite) de�ned over the replicated data. With this third opera-tion, the proposed protocol turns out to be a generalization of thetraditional voting scheme and others existing protocols that usea symmetrical logical structure (i.e., a structure in which the res-ponsibility for controlling the replicated data is equally shared byall copies) to form the access quorums. The proposed protocolalso makes possible to achieve better relations between quorumssize and the total number of copies, even under high availabilityrequirements. 1



1 IntroductionData replication is a common technique used to improve reliability andperformance in distributed systems. Keeping copies of the same logicaldata at di�erent sites increases data availability (by making the dataaccessible regardless of failures in the system) and decreases system res-ponse time (by allowing a copy to be accessed locally or from a near site,and by sharing load among the sites that store a copy of the replicateddata). The disadvantage, however, is the need for complex and expensiveprotocols to maintain the copies in a consistent state.A large number of replica control protocols exists in the literature.Most of them follows the strategy of only allowing a read or write opera-tion to be performed on replicated data if permissions from certain setsof copies are previously obtained. Such sets, called quorums, must bede�ned in such a way that every two conicting operations (any pair ofwrite/write or read/write operations) have at least one copy in common.Hence, it is guaranteed that a read operation will always get the mostrecent copy, and that no two write operations will occur independentlythus excluding the possibility that copies diverge.Voting [20, 12] is a well known mechanism to de�ne quorums. In thesimple voting protocol [20], a write quorum is formed by a majority ofcopies of the replicated data (with one vote per copy); in the weightedvoting protocol [12], each copy is assigned a di�erent number of votes,and a write quorum is formed by any group of copies whose votes re-present a majority of the total votes assigned. In both protocols, readand write quorums must be set in a way that the sum of their votes isgreater than the total votes in the system. It is easy to see that theserestrictions guarantee the intersection between quorums of conictingoperations. Many variants of the voting mechanism have been proposed,for instance: dynamic voting [17, 8, 13, 19], voting with witnesses [16],voting based on virtual partitions [1] and voting with fragmentation [3].Since a site needing to perform an operation on the replicated datahas to communicate with all the copies of some quorum, system per-formance can be considerably penalized. To cope with this problem,2



quorums size must be small, compared to the total number of copies.In large distributed systems, where replicated data may have a largenumber of copies1, traditional voting protocols are not adequate sincethe number of copies required to form their quorums increases linearlywith the total number of copies. Theoretically, smaller quorums can beobtained by assigning a di�erent number of votes to di�erent copies [7];this solution, however, is not suitable to a system with a large numberof copies because it would impose an undesirable centralized control.A better way to reduce quorum size is to organize the copies intosome logical structure and then to derive the quorums from this structure[2, 10, 14, 15, 4]. Quorums formed in this way in general have sublinearsize and do not have any equivalent vote assignment in the weightedvoting protocol [12]. Cheung, Ammar and Ahamad [10], for example,propose to organize the N copies of the replicated data into a rectangulargrid; a read quorum is formed by at least one copy from all columns ofthe grid, and a write quorum is formed by all the copies from at leastone column, plus the copies of a read quorum. When the number ofrows equals the number of columns, read and write quorums size arepN and 2pN � 1, respectively. Agrawal and El Abbadi [4] use a treestructure to organize the copies and obtain quorums size varying fromlogN to N=2 + 1 copies. Kumar [14] proposes a generalization of thevoting mechanism, called hierarchical quorum consensus (HQC), wherea multilevel hierarchy of vertices organized as a tree is used. Copies ofthe replicated data correspond to the leaf vertices at the lowest level ofthe hierarchy, and vertices at higher levels are logical groups of verticesat the level immediately below. Access permissions from the copies arepropagated to the top of the hierarchy as follows: a vertex at level iwill give access permission if it receives access permission from at leasta determined number (quorum of level i) of its children (vertices at leveli � 1). In this way, an operation will be performed on the replicateddata only if access permission is obtained from the root vertex of the1Although it is not conceivable nowadays the synchronization of more than a fewcopies (more than 10, for example), this number is likely to grow in the future due tothe evolution of distributed systems. 3



hierarchy. Read and write quorums of each level are de�ned under thesame restrictions present in the voting mechanism. It is shown in [14]that the best case occurs when the hierarchy is a complete ternary tree,producing quorums of size 2log3N (� N0:63).In this work, we extend Kumar's HQC protocol by presenting anotherway to de�ne quorums at each level of the hierarchy and allowing a thirdoperation (besides the traditional read and write) to be performed onthe replicated data: the blind-write operation. Read and blind-writequorums are de�ned for each level following only the restriction thatthey must have at least one vertex of the level below in common. Per-mission to perform a read or blind-write operation on the replicated datais obtained similarly to the HQC protocol; permission to perform a writeoperation, however, is obtained by combining read and blind-write ac-cess permissions. This combination assures that quorums of conictingoperations will still intersect, and makes possible to achieve, comparedto the original HQC protocol, better relations between quorums size andthe total number of copies. Moreover, the new resulting protocol, calledextended hierarchical quorum consensus (HQC+) protocol, is also a ge-neralization of others protocols that use a grid logical structure to formquorums [10, 2, 15], increasing exibility to de�ne quorums and, in manysituations, data availability.In the next section we de�ne the system model adopted. Section 3describes the HQC+ protocol and shows that it is correct. An analysisof quorums size and data availability is presented in section 4. Section 5compares the HQC+ protocol to other related work and section 6 showssome practical examples of its superiority. We conclude the paper insection 7 summarizing our main results.2 ModelA distributed system consists of a collection of independent processorswhich communicate only by exchanging messages through a communi-cation system. Each processor has its own local memory, and is alsoreferred as a node. A node may become inaccessible due to its own fai-4



lure, to other nodes failures, or to failures in the communication system.We consider that both nodes and communication system componentsare fail-stop, i.e., they do not behave maliciously, but rather becomeinoperative in the presence of failures. Failures may lead to networkpartitioning, where the system is divided in groups of nodes called par-titions [11]. Nodes within the same partition can communicate, whereasnodes in di�erent partitions become inaccessible to each other.Data is replicated by storing copies of the same logical data itemat di�erent nodes. Three operations, read, write and blind-write2 , areallowed on replicated data. Before performing an operation a node mustobtain permission from a number of copies (quorum) according to acontrol protocol. Each copy is assigned a version number which is incre-mented every time the copy is updated, thus allowing a node to identifythe most recent copy as the one with the highest version number.In relation to protocol correctness we will adopt the one-copy se-rializability criterion [9], which states that, in order to maintain theconsistency between copies of a replicated object, quorums of conictingoperations must have at least one copy in common. In the HQC+ proto-col, two operations conict if one of them is a write, or one is a read andthe other is a blind-write. Notice that, under these rules, two read ope-rations (or two blind-write operations) can proceed independently fromeach other, without a�ecting consistency.3 The HQC+ ProtocolIn this section, we describe the logical structure used by the HQC+protocol and show how this structure is imposed on the set of copies ofthe replicated data | which is done in a similar way to the original HQCprotocol. Then we show how the new HQC+ protocol derives quorumsfrom this structure.2During a blind-write operation, copies are modi�ed regardless of their previousvalues; such situation occurs, for instance, in initializations. This distinction is madebecause the number of copies required to form a blind-write quorum is less than thatrequired to form a traditional write quorum.5



3.1 The Hierarchical StructureThe HQC+ protocol uses a logical m-level hierarchy of vertices organizedas a tree to form the access quorums to the replicated data. Vertices atlevel 0 (or leaves of the tree) correspond to physical copies, and vertices athigher levels represent logical groups of vertices at the level immediatelybelow. In general, a vertex at level i (1 � i � m) of the hierarchyrepresents a logical group of li vertices at level i� 1. Hence, the vertexat the highest level (or the root of the tree) represents a logical groupof lm vertices at level m � 1, and each vertex at level m � 1, in turn,represents a logical group of lm�1 vertices at level m�2, and so on. Thetotal number of copies is given by Qmi=1 li. Figure 1 shows an example ofa 2-level hierarchy (l1 = l2 = 3) with 9 copies at level 0.A read (blind-write) quorum is de�ned for each level i of the hierar-chy. These quorums indicate the minimum number of children at leveli� 1 from which read (blind-write) access permissions must be obtainedby a vertex at level i before it can give permission to its parent at leveli+1. Read and blind-write quorums at level i of the hierarchy are de-noted by ri e bwi, respectively. To guarantee intersection between readand blind-write quorums, ri and bwi must be chosen under the restric-tion ri + bwi > li. In order to minimize ri and bwi, this restriction isrewritten as ri + bwi = li + 1, thus eliminating the need that either riand bwi be explicitly de�ned | it su�ces the de�nition of ri to inferbwi (bwi = li � ri + 1). Notice that there is no need for the restriction2bwi > li since two blind-write operations do not conict; this fact ma-kes possible to eliminate restriction ri < li=2+ 1, present in the originalHQC protocol. To make notation clearer, values li and ri (1 � i � m)will be expressed as vectors l = (l1; l2; : : : ; lm) and r = (r1; r2; : : : ; rm).Each physical copy of the replicated data is assigned an m-subscriptidenti�er of the form oi1 i2 ::: im, where 1 � ij � lj and 1 � j � m. Forexample, in the 2-level hierarchy shown in �gure 1, physical copies areidenti�ed as o11, o12, o13, o21, o22, o23, o31, o32 and o33. In the same way,in a 3-level hierarchy with 27 copies at level 0, physical copies would beidenti�ed as oijk, where 1 � i; j; k � 3.6



987651 2 3 4Figure 1: 9 copies organized into a 2-level hierarchy.3.2 Quorum FormationA read, blind-write or write operation can be performed on the replicateddata, according to the HQC+ protocol, if the respective permission isobtained from the vertex at the highest level of the hierarchy (the rootof the tree). The root will give read access permission if it receivesthese same permissions from at least rm of its children at level m �1. Each root's child at level i � 1, in turn, must obtain read accesspermissions from at least rm�1 of its children at level m� 2, and so on,until permissions be requested directly from physical copies at level 0.Blind-write access permissions are obtained in an analogous way. If wemake r = (2; 2) in the 2-level hierarchy shown in �gure 1, the followingsets of copies are examples of either read and blind-write quorums: f1,2, 4, 5g, f2, 3, 7, 8g and f5, 6, 7, 9g. Similarly, if we make r = (1; 2),examples of read quorums are f1, 4g, f6, 7g and f2, 8g, and examples ofblind-write quorums are f1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6g, f1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9g and f4, 5, 6, 7,8, 9g. The algorithms to form read and blind-write quorums are shownin �gure 2 (the only di�erence between them is the recursive calling tolevel i� 1). They are called by passing m and rm as input parameters,and will return SUCCESS, if a quorum is successfully formed, or FAILURE,if a quorum could not be obtained.Write access permission in the HQC+ protocol is obtained by com-7



FormQuorum r(i,size)f num examined = num locked = 0;if (i > 0)while (num locked < size) && (num examined < li)fnum locked += FormQuorum r(i � 1,ri�1);num examined++;gelsewhile (num locked < size) && (num examined < li)fif (copy o[i[1]; i[2]; : : : ; i[m]] is unlocked)flock copy o[i[1]; i[2]; : : : ; i[m]];num locked++;gnum examined++;gif (num locked < size)return(FAILURE);else return(SUCCESS);gFormQuorum bw(i,size)f ...num locked += FormQuorum bw(i � 1,li�1 � ri�1 + 1);...g Figure 2: Algorithms to form read and blind-write quorums.8



bining read and blind-write access permissions; more precisely, a writequorum is formed from the union of a read and a blind-write quorum.This union guarantees the exclusive access to the replicated data re-quired by write operations3 (see correctness proof in next subsection).Combination of read and blind-write quorums is done in the followingway: a vertex at level i of the hierarchy will give write access permissionto its parent at level i+1 if, from its children at level i� 1, min(ri; bwi)give write access permissions and jbwi�rij give access permissions to theoperation with the greatest quorum at level i (which will be a read, ifri < bwi, or a blind-write, on the contrary). For instance, let us assumethat lm = 6, rm = 1 and bwm = 6 for some hierarchy. In this case, awrite operation can be performed if, among the vertices at level m� 1,one gives write access permission and the remaining �ve give blind-writeaccess permissions. Similarly, if we make rm = 5 e bwm = 2, it wouldbe necessary write access permissions from two vertices at level m � 1,plus read access permissions from other three vertices at this same level.Notice that the total number of vertices from which access permissionmust be obtained is always max(ri; bwi); when ri = bwi, only write ac-cess permissions are requested. If we make r = (1; 3) in the hierarchyshown in �gure 1, examples of write quorums are f1, 2, 3, 4, 7g, f1, 4,5, 6, 9g e f2, 5, 7, 8, 9g. With this con�guration, read and blind-writequorums have size three and write quorums have size �ve | the 2-levelhierarchy, in this case, generates the same quorums generated in a 3� 3grid structure in the grid protocol [10]4. The algorithm to form writequorums is shown in �gure 3. It is called in a way similar to the twoalgorithms previously described.3The idea of forming a write quorum by uniting a read quorum and its complement(or a blind-write quorum) was previously used in [6] and [15].4The case in which the HQC+ protocol corresponds to the grid and others protocolsis analyzed in section 5. 9



FormQuorum w(i,size)f num examined = num locked = 0;num w = min(size,li-size+1);num tot = max(size,li-size+1);if (i > 0)while (num locked < size) && (num examined < li)fnum locked += FormQuorum w(i � 1,ri�1);num examined++;gif (num locked = num w)while (num locked < num tot) && (num examined < li)fif (size <= li=2)num locked += FormQuorum bw(i � 1,ri�1);elsenum locked += FormQuorum r(i � 1,ri�1);num examined++;gelsewhile (num locked < num tot) && (num examined < li)fif (copy o[i[1]; i[2]; : : : ; i[m]] is unlocked)flock copy o[i[1]; i[2]; : : : ; i[m]];num locked++;gnum examined++;gif (num locked < num tot)return(FAILURE);else return(SUCCESS);g Figure 3: Algorithm to form write quorums.10



3.3 Proof of CorrectnessAs mentioned in section 2, in order to prove that the HQC+ protocol iscorrect it is su�cient to show that it implements one-copy serializability.In other words, we must show that all quorums of conicting operationsformed in the m-level hierarchy have at least one copy of the replicateddata in common. We do that by proving the following lemmas.Lemma 1 In a m-level hierarchy, the HQC+ protocol guarantees thatthere is at least one copy at level 0 common to any read and blind-writequorum.Proof. By induction on the levels of the hierarchy.Basis. There is at least one vertex at level m�1 common to any read andblind-write quorum formed at level m. This statement is easily veri�edsince read and blind-write quorums are formed at level m by rm andbwm vertices at level m� 1, respectively, and rm + bwm > lm.Hypothesis. There is at least one vertex at level i � 1 common to anyread and blind-write quorum formed from the children of a vertex atlevel i (1 � i � m� 1).Inductive step. We must show that if there is a vertex at level i � 1(among the children of a vertex at level i) common to a read and a blind-write quorum, there is also a vertex at level 1 � 2 (among the childrenof a vertex at level i� 1) common to these two quorums. This step willguarantee that an intersection between read and blind-write quorumsformed at level m, which is the basis of the proof, implies an intersectionbetween them at level 0, where vertices correspond to physical copies.If there is child of a vertex at level i common to a read and a blind-write quorum, this child is obviously a vertex at level i� 1. This vertexcorresponds to a logical group of li�1 vertices at level i � 2 in which aread and a blind-write quorum were also formed; as ri�1+ bwi�1 > li�1,it is guaranteed that there is at least one vertex at level i � 2, whichbelongs to the logical group corresponding to the vertex at level i � 1,common to the two quorums. Hence, the lemma follows. 211



Lemma 2 In a m-level hierarchy, the HQC+ protocol guarantees thatthere is at least one copy at level 0 common to any pair of quorums inwhich one of them is write quorum.Proof. As a write quorum formed from the children of a vertex at level icontains either a read quorum and a blind-write quorum (see section 3.2),and any read quorum intersects any blind-write quorum, it is guaranteedthat there is a vertex at level i� 1 (among the children of that vertex atlevel i) common to any pair of quorums formed at level i in which oneof them is a write quorum. So, the proof of this lemma is analogous tothe proof of the previous lemma. 24 Protocol AnalysisIn this section, we analyze quorums size and show how data availabilitycan be calculated in the HQC+ protocol.4.1 Quorums SizeThe size of a read quorum, at a level i of the hierarchy, is expressed bythe following recurrence:Sr(i) = ( 1 (i = 0)ri Sr(i� 1) (i � 1)The global size of a read quorum (i.e., related to level m of thehierarchy) is given by Sr(m), and equals Qmi=1 ri. Similarly, the globalsize of a blind-write quorum equals Qmi=1 bwi (bwi = li � ri + 1), and isexpressed by: Sbw(i) = ( 1 (i = 0)bwi Sbw(i� 1) (i � 1)The size of a write quorum, related to a level i of the hierarchy,depends upon read and blind-write quorum size at that same level, andis given by: 12



Sw(i) = 8><>: 1 (i = 0)bwi Sw(i� 1) + (ri � bwi) Sr(i� 1) (i � 1 and ri � bwi)ri Sw(i� 1) + (bwi � ri) Sbw(i� 1) (i � 1 and ri < bwi)As a write quorum is formed by the union of a read and a blind-writequorum, Sw(m) varies frommax(Sr(m); Sbw(m)), when one quorum con-tains the other, to Sr(m)+Sbw(m)�1, when the quorums have only onecopy in common.4.2 Data AvailabilityAvailability of a replicated data is de�ned as the likelihood that a quorumof its copies is successfully formed considering that each node of thesystem is independently operational with probability �. This probability� is a measure of the nodes reliability.In the voting scheme, the availability of a replicated data with Ncopies for an operation that requires a quorum of q copies is given by [5]:AV (N; q; �) = NXk=q Nk !�k(1� �)N�k:Read and blind-write availability in the HQC+ protocol are calcula-ted similarly, but one level at a time, by expressing the availability ofone level in terms of the availability of the level immediately below |exactly as it is done in the original HQC protocol. The following recur-rences express read (Ar) and blind-write (Abw) availability in the HQC+protocol. Ar(i) = ( � (i = 0)AV (li; ri; Ar(i� 1)) (i � 1)Abw(i) = ( � (i = 0)AV (li; bwi; Abw(i� 1)) (i � 1)13



Availability for a write operation in the HQC+ protocol is also cal-culated one level at a time, but is expressed in a slightly di�erent way.Let i be a level of the hierarchy. The write availability for that levelis given by the di�erence between the probability of forming the largestquorum of that level (max(ri; bwi)) and the probability of forming onlythat quorum, i.e., the probability of not getting write access permissionsfrom the minimum number (min(ri; bwi)) of vertices required at leveli � 1 (among the children of a vertex at level i). So, write availability(Aw) in the HQC+ protocol is expressed by:Aw(i) = 8>>>>><>>>>>: � (i = 0)AV (li; ri; Ar(i� 1))� AV (li; ri; Ar(i� 1)�Aw(i� 1)) (i � 1 and ri � bwi)AV (li; bwi; Abw(i� 1))� AV (li; bwi; Abw(i� 1)� Aw(i� 1)) (i � 1 and ri < bwi)5 Related WorkSince the HQC+ protocol is an extension of Kumar's HQC protocol,with both using the same hierarchical structure, quorums generated bythe latter can also be generated by the former. In particular, when2bwi > li (i.e., ri < li=2 + 1) for every level i (1 � i � m) of the m-levelhierarchy, any blind-write quorums is also a write quorum, and so theHQC+ protocol is equivalent to the original HQC protocol. In a singlelevel hierarchy, either HQC and HQC+ protocols clearly correspond tothe traditional voting scheme.The grid protocol [10] organizes N copies of a replicated data into anrectangular grid structure composed of x rows and y columns (N = x�y).A read quorum is formed by at least one copy from all columns of the grid,and a write quorum is formed by all copies from at least one column, plusa read quorum. The size of read and write quorums are y and x+ y� 1,respectively; when x � y, both quorums size are of the order O(pN).Forming quorums using a grid structure is nothing but a 2-level votingprocessing (or 2-level quorum consensus) with speci�c read and blind-14
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9Figure 4: 9 copies organized into a 3� 3 grid.write quorums de�nitions for each level: at the highest level, a votingprocess happens among the columns of the grid (a read quorum needs allcolumns and a blind-write quorum needs just one); at the lowest level,a new voting process happens among copies inside each column (a readquorum needs one copy and blind-write quorum needs all of them) |then a write quorum is formed by the union of a read and a blind-writequorum. Figure 4 shows an example of 9 copies organized into a 3 � 3grid structure. In this 3 � 3 grid, examples of read and write quorumsare: fqr=f1, 5, 9g, qw=f1, 2, 3, 5, 9gg and fqr=f3, 4, 8g, qw=f3, 4,5, 6, 8gg. In general, all quorums formed by the grid protocol using ax � y grid can be formed by the HQC+ protocol if we make m = 2,l = (x; y) and r = (1; y). Notice that this reduction is not possible in theHQC protocol because when we make r2 = y restriction ri < li=2 + 1 isviolated. As an example, if we make r = (1; 3) in the hierarchy shownin �gure 1, the HQC+ protocol generates exactly the same quorumsgenerated by the grid protocol using the 3� 3 grid shown in �gure 4.The hierarchical grid protocol [15] generalizes the grid protocol usinga k-level hierarchical structure in which an element at a level i (1 � i � k)is de�ned as a xi � yi logical grid composed of level i� 1 elements, andlevel 0 elements correspond to physical copies of a replicated data (N =Qki=1 xi yi). Quorums are formed similarly to the original grid protocol,but one level at a time. The larger k the higher is data availability, and,when the number of rows equals the number of columns for all logicalgrids at all levels, quorums size remain of the order O(pN). Figure15



5 shows an example of 16 copies organized into a 2-level hierarchicalgrid structure in which elements are 2 � 2 logical grids. In this 2-levelhierarchical grid, examples of read and write quorums are: fqr=f1, 6,7, 8g, qw=f1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14gg and fqr=f1, 2, 11, 12g, qw=f1, 2,3, 7, 11, 12, 15gg. The HQC+ protocol is equivalent to the hierarchicalgrid protocol if we make m = 2k, l = (x1; y1; x2; y2; : : : ; xk; yk) andr = (1; y1; 1; y2; : : : ; 1; yk). Figure 6 shows 16 copies organized into a4-level hierarchy (l = (2; 2; 2; 2)) in which, if we make r = (1; 2; 1; 2), theHQC+ protocol generates exactly the same quorums generated by thehierarchical grid protocol using the hierarchical grid structure shown in�gure 5.A grid set protocol is proposed in [2], where N copies of a replicateddata are organized as a set of k grids of x rows and y columns (N =k� x� y). A read quorum is successfully formed if other read quorumsare formed in at least kr grids; similarly, a write quorum needs otherwrite quorums in at least kw grids. Values kr e kw are set accordingto the traditional voting scheme, following restrictions kr + kw > k and2kw > k. As the HQC+ protocol is a generalization of both the gridprotocol and the simple voting protocol, it clearly corresponds to thegrid set protocol if we make m = 3, l = (x; y; k) and r = (1; y; kr).The tree quorum protocol [4] uses a logical tree structure to organizeN copies of a replicated data. In this structure, copies correspond toall vertices of the tree, instead of just their leaves (as it happens hereand in the HQC protocol). In this tree structure, it is possible to forma write quorum of size varying from logN to N=2+ 1 copies, and a readquorum of only one copy corresponding to the root of the tree. Themajor drawback of this protocol is that in its tree structure, as long asreplicas near the root take place in more quorums than those near theleaves, copies share unequal responsibility in controlling the replicateddata. This drawback is avoided by the HQC and HQC+ protocols sincein their tree structures all copies are located at the same lowest level ofthe hierarchy, and thus play equal roles during synchronization.All protocols that use a logical structure to form quorums are static,i.e., they do not adapt to changes in the system con�guration caused by16
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eventually failures | as do the so called dynamic protocols [17, 8, 13,19, 1] 5. It is interesting to note, however, that, as suggested in [18],through a rule that unambiguously imposes a desired logical structureon a set of copies, static protocols can be converted to dynamic ones.For conversion of the HQC and HQC+ protocols, for instance, we wouldneed a rule that also de�nes read quorums for each level of the hierarchy.Multidimensional voting [6] is another generalization of the tradi-tional voting mechanism that can be used to implement, by a votingprocess among copies of the replicated data, any quorum-based protocol| in particular, the grid protocol, the HQC protocol and also the HQC+protocol. In the multidimensional voting scheme, each copy is assigneda multidimensional vector in which each position has an independentnumber of votes. Votes from each dimension are collected similarly tothe traditional voting scheme, and an operation is allowed to be perfor-med on the replicated data if quorums are successfully formed in at leasta stipulated number of dimensions. Since the multidimensional votingscheme is a generic concept, to produce a multidimensional voting as-signment to all copies, it initially needs a logical structure as a reference,or requires that all possible quorums be explicitly enumerated | what,in the latter case, is not conceivable to a large number of copies. Hence,although all quorums generated by the HQC+ protocol may also begenerated by multidimensional voting, the hierarchical logical structureand the way to de�ne quorums are still required in order to calculatequorums size and data availability, or even to serve as reference for amultidimensional voting assignment. In [6], it is also proposed a way toimplement a hierarchical structure in which copies are not located at thesame level. This irregular structure (or incomplete tree) is not interes-ting because it relies di�erent degree of responsibility in synchronizationon the set of copies. Another observation is that with multidimensionalvoting copies are not aware of their positions in the logical structure and,therefore, can not take advantage of such knowledge to further reducecommunication costs.5Dynamic protocols provide higher availability, but rather require expensive recon-�guration procedures. 18



6 Practical ExamplesReducing the ratio (quorum size)/(total number of copies) is the bestway to also reduce communication costs, make an e�ective load sharingand, as consequence, achieve better system response time. In [10], thisratio is investigated for the grid and simple voting protocols under thefollowing conditions: a) data availability of 1� 10�6 for read operationsand of 0:9955 for write operations are required; b) node reliability is 0:95;and c) read operations arrival rate is about �ve times the correspondingarrival rate of write operations. In this investigation, it was veri�ed that,in order to satisfy such high availability requirements, a minimum of 10copies (qr=4 and qw=7) are needed in the voting scheme, while the gridprotocol needs at least 30 copies (organized into a 6� 5 grid with qr=5and qw=10). Although more copies are required in order to the gridprotocol to achieve the same level of availability as the voting scheme, theload sharing feature of the grid protocol provides a signi�cant decrease insystem response time. It was also shown in [10] that the voting schemecan not achieve this same level of load sharing even by increasing thenumber of copies.With the HQC and HQC+ protocols, the minimum data availabilityrequired in [10], if we consider the same node reliability of 0:95, is alreadyachieved starting from hierarchy con�gurations with 14 copies of thereplicated data. Table 1 shows all cases, for the HQC, grid and HQC+protocols, up to 30 copies, in which these minimum data availabilityrequirements are satis�ed with the best relations between quorums sizeand the total number of copies. Notice that these quorums relations,for all entries of table 1 and for each one of the three protocols, aresmaller than the minimum possible quorums relations, with the samenumber of copies, in the voting scheme. The HQC+ protocol, however,having greater exibility to de�ne quorums, achieves quorums smallerthan those achieved by the original HQC protocol. Notice also that allhierarchy con�gurations in table 1 used by the HQC+ protocol can notbe used by the HQC protocol, since at least one of their levels violatesrestriction ri < li=2 + 1. An additional observation is that with 3019



Number of li riCopies Protocol l1 l2 l3 r1 r2 r3 qr qw14 HQC 7 2 4 1 4 8HQC+ 7 2 2 2 4 816 HQC 4 4 2 2 4 9HQC+ 4 4 3 1 3 918 HQC 3 3 2 2 2 1 4 8HQC+ 2 3 3 1 3 1 3 820 HQC 5 4 2 2 4 12HQC+ 4 5 3 1 3 1122 HQC 11 2 4 1 4 16HQC+ 2 11 2 2 4 1224 HQC 4 3 2 2 2 1 4 12HQC+ 3 8 3 1 3 1025 HQC 5 5 3 2 6 12HQC+ 5 5 4 1 4 1226 HQC 13 2 5 1 5 18HQC+ 13 2 3 2 6 1427 HQC 3 3 3 2 2 1 4 12HQC+ 3 9 3 1 3 1128 HQC 7 4 4 1 4 16HQC+ 2 7 2 2 1 2 4 1030 HQC 5 3 2 3 2 1 6 12Grid 6 5 1 5 5 10HQC+ 3 10 3 1 3 12Table 1: Number of copies and hierarchy con�gurations that providesminimum availability requirements in the HQC, grid and HQC+ proto-cols. 20



copies, if we consider the frequency of read operations much higher thanthe frequency of write operations, the best quorums are obtained bythe HQC+ protocol (qr=3 and qw=12) | in contrast with qr=5 andqw=10 of the grid protocol, and with qr=6 and qw=12 of the HQCprotocol (quorums of exactly these size, 3 and 12, are obtained by thegrid protocol if it uses a 10 � 3 grid; nevertheless, such structure doesnot permit that the grid protocol achieves the minimum data availabilityrequired for write operations).7 ConclusionsThis paper extended the hierarchical quorums consensus (HQC) protocolproposed in [14] adding the blind-write operation to the read and writeoperations normally performed on replicated data, and by presentinga new way to de�ne quorums over the hierarchical logical structure.This extension, called extended hierarchical quorum consensus (HQC+),provided greater exibility to de�ne quorums even under high availabilityconstrains, making possible that smaller quorums be reached and, as aconsequence, better system response time be achieved.Moreover, the HQC+ protocol turned out to be a generalization ofall static protocols that use a logical grid structure to control replicateddata, including the simple voting protocol and the HQC protocol itself.In fact, we argue that any protocol that forms quorums by organizingcopies into a symmetrical logical structure, i.e., a structure in whichcopies have the same responsibility in controlling the replicated data(which is not the case of the tree quorum protocol proposed in [4]), canbe seen as a special instance of the HQC+ protocol.References[1] A. El Abbadi and S. Toueg. Maintaining Availability in PartionedReplicated Databases. ACM Transactions on Database Systems,14(2):264{290, June 1989. 21
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